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INTRODUCTION
Periodic homogenization concerns the asymptotic study of a family of
partial differential equations that has an oscillatory behaviour with small
period of size =>0. The problem we look at is the one of homogenization
of first order Hamilton-Jacobi equations in a bounded set with small peri-
odic holes. Precisely, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions
u= to
u=+H \x= , x, Du=+=0 in =Y* & 0 and u= 0 on =Y* & 0,
(HJ=)
when the smooth open set Y* and the hamiltonian H( y, x, p) are Zn-periodic
in y. The open set 0 is bounded. For its relevancy to optimal control
problem, we impose a state constraints boundary condition on the part of
the boundary =Y* & 0 (state constraints boundary conditions were intro-
duced by Soner [20]). This is how one has to understand the requirement
in (HJ=) that the equation hold on =Y* & 0. Since the solutions are not
smooth in general, we shall use the theory of viscosity solutions that gives
sense to the equation for discontinuous functions and is well adapted to
asymptotic analysis. We refer the reader to the survey paper by Crandall,
Ishii, Lions [10] and to the books Bardi, Capuzzo-Dolcetta [2], Barles
[4] and Fleming, Soner [13] for the definitions and basic properties of
viscosity solutions we shall use in the paper.
An important literature exists on the homogenization of second order
equations by variational methods. A basic reference for the problem with
no holes (i.e., Y*=Rn) is Bensoussan, Lions, Papanicolaou [7]. We refer
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to Cioranescu, Saint Jean Paulin [9] and to [1] for results on the problem
with holes.
The kind of results we obtain in this paper on the limit behaviour of the
solution u= as =  0 are alike those of [7], but within the viscosity solution
framework provided by Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18]. We shall
show that u= converges in some weak sense to the solution of a limit
Hamilton-Jacobi equation
u+H (x, Du)=0 in 0 and u=0 on 0. (HJw )
The effective hamiltonian H that drives (HJ) is determined by solving a
periodic problem in the y-variable, called the cell problem. The cell
problem is, here, of ergodic control type (see, e.g., [8]) and consists in
finding, for (x , p ) fixed, * # R such that the equation
H( y, x , p +D/)=* in Y* (CP)
has a periodic solution /. One can show that there is at most one such *,
which is, by definition, the effective hamiltonian H (x , p ).
The above program for Hamilton-Jacobi equations was introduced by
Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18] for parabolic equation and
complemented by Evans [12] for stationary problems with boundary
conditions. They studied the problem with no holes. The main assumption
is the coercivity of the hamiltonian in the gradient, i.e.
lim
p  
H( y, x, p)=+.
It guarantees, in particular, that the family of solutions (u=) to (HJ=) with
Y*=Rn is equi-Lipschitz. [18] and [12] show that the sequence u=
converges uniformly to the solution u of (HJ).
Recently, Horie, Ishii [14] considered the problem with holes in the whole
space, corresponding to 0=Rn (allowing various boundary conditions on
=Y*). They established similar results under the essential assumption that
the periodic set Y* is connected in the torus RnZn. An important observation
is that H is not coercive in general. This introduces technical complications
in the study of (HJ=) and (HJ). When 0=Rn, no problem arise because the
solution to (HJ) is continuous. But, when 0{Rn, it is well known that the
non coercivity of H implies that the solution of (HJ) is not continuous in
general but only l.s.c. This imposes to work with l.s.c. viscosity solutions,
at least for (HJ). A trivial consequence is that the convergence of u= should
not be uniform but adapted to lower semicontinuity.
Let us take a trivial example to explain better what happens. Consider
in R2 the set with horizontal strips Y*=[(x1 , x2) | x1 # R, x2 # ]& 13 ,
1
3[+Z].
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It is of course periodic and connected in R2Z2. The equation we look at
is
u=+|Du= |=1 in =Y* & 0 and u==0 on =Y* & 0.
By using the classical interpretation of Hamilton-Jacobi equations in terms
of optimal control problems, one can show that the solution u= is the
discounted distance function from 0 within =Y*, i.e.
u= 1&exp(&d=) with
d=(x)=inf {|
1
0
|x* t | dt } x0=x, x1 # 0, xt # =Y* \t # [0, 1]= .
Since the trajectories are required to remain in an horizontal strip of width
=, it is expected that the limit of u= will be
u=1&exp(&$) with $(x1 , x2)=inf[ |x1&x$1 | | (x$1 , x2) # 0].
It is clearly not continuous in general (a discontinuity may appear through
an horizontal line that is tangent to 0). But it is a l.s.c. solution of
u+ } ux1 }=1 in 0 and u=0 on 0.
The corresponding effective hamiltonian is H ( p)=| p1 |&1 and is not
coercive.
The primary goal of the first part of the paper is to explain how the
approach of Horie, Ishii [14] is to be adapted to (HJ=). We try to give a
complete presentation of the viscosity solution approach, so we reproduce
some of their results with small variants (mainly the sovability of the cell
problem and a technical tool for passing to the limit) but give in general
different proofs. This section contains several convergence results. In par-
ticular, it explains how to suppress the assumption that Y* be connected
in RnZn. It also discusses the loss of coercivity of H .
The second part applies the preceding results to deterministic optimal
control problems. Aside from its intrinsic interest, this approach yields a
new representation formula for the effective hamiltonian. This is one of the
main results of the paper. With this formula, one can express the solution
of (HJ) as the value function of a certain effective control problem and gain
a clear understanding of the homogenization process for Hamilton-Jacobi
equations. This control problem is solved under an additional assumption
that roughly corresponds to hamiltonians that are positively homogeneous
in the gradient, up to the addition of a function depending only on x.
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1. THE VISCOSITY SOLUTION APPROACH
1.1. The Original Equation
For technical reasons, we shall work with
u=, a+H \x= &a, x, Du=, a+=0 in =(a+Y*) & 0 and (HJ=, a)
u=, a=0 on =(a+Y*) & 0.
for a # Rn instead of (HJ=). The introduction of the parameter a is used to
relax the problem. It is useful when the set 0 is arbitrary but can be
ignored when 0=int(0 ), because the behaviour of the family u=, a will be
proved to be uniform in a in this case. Because of the periodicity of the
problem in the y-variable, we note that the parameter a only introduces a
shift of size = in the x-variable.
In this section, we first list and explain the precise assumptions we shall
make. The set 0 is an arbitrary bounded open subset of Rn. The set Y* is
a smooth nonempty Zn-periodic open subset of Rn, i.e.
Y*+Zn=Y*.
Let ? : Rn  RnZn denote the canonical mapping. Unless otherwise stated,
we shall assume, as in Horie, Ishii [14], that
?(Y*) is connected in RnZn. (H0)
Of course, a connected set satisfies (H0). The simplest example of a non
connected set satisfying (H0) is a set with strips such as the one of the
introduction. Other examples are given in Horie, Ishii [14]. Assumption
(H0) is essential to guarantee that the cell problem (CP) has a solution in
Y* so that one can define the effective hamiltonian. Once the problem is
solved under (H0), it is an easy task to treat the general case when (H0)
doesn’t hold.
The Hamiltonian H( y, x, p) is continuous in Y*_Rn_Rn. It is periodic
in y and convex in p. In addition, we assume that it is coercive in p
uniformly in ( y, x), i.e.
lim
| p|  
inf
y, x
H( y, x, p)=+. (H1)
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We also impose that, for p bounded, H is bounded and uniformly
continuous; this second property means that \R>0 there is a modulus of
continuity |R such that
|H( y$, x$, p$)&H( y, x, p)||R( | y$& y|+|x$&x|+ | p$& p| ), (H2)
\y, y$ # Y*, \x, x$ # Rn, \p, p$ # BR . Finally, we shall suppose that 0 is a
subsolution in Rn, i.e., that
H( y, x, 0)0, \y # Y*, \x # Rn. (H3)
Assumption is (H1) is natural in the theory of homogenization of
Hamilton-Jacobi equations (see Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18]).
Under (H1), (H2) classically guarantees the existence of a unique con-
tinuous viscosity solution. The remaining assumptions are of a different
nature. They are needed to ensure that the limit equation has a l.s.c.
viscosity solution. The importance of the convexity of H in p is well known
(see Barron, Jensen [6]). The assumptions that H is defined for x # Rn and
not only for x # 0 and that the boundary condition 0 is a subsolution
in Y*_Rn are used by Soravia [21] in his study of l.s.c. solutions to
stationary problems with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
We shall not recall the general definition of viscosity solutions and the
related notions (sub and superdifferentials, sub and supersolutions) and
refer instead to the survey paper of Crandall, Ishii, Lions [10]. We only
clarify the meaning of the boundary conditions of (HJ=, a). A viscosity
solution (HJ=, a) is a continuous function on =(a+Y*) & 0 that solves the
equation
u=, a+H \x= &a, x, Du=, a+=0 in =(a+Y*) & 0
in the viscosity sense with the mixed ‘‘boundary’’ conditions of state
constraints type and of Dirichlet type (pointwise)
u=, a+H \x= &a, x, Du=, a+0 on =(a+Y*) & 0 and
u=, a=0 on =(a+Y*) & 0.
The set on which the boundary conditions are defined may be strictly
larger than the boundary of =(a+Y*) & 0. But this is unimportant here,
because the points in the difference lie on 0, so we simply impose that
u=0 at those points. This convention will simplify the notations. We shall
also freely use the notions of u.s.c. subsolutions and l.s.c. supersolutions to
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(HJ=, a). Their meaning should be clear from the above definition of a
solution.
Theorem 1. Assume that H satisfies (H1), (H2), and (H3). Then, for
every a and =>0, there is a unique viscosity solution u=, a # C(=(a+Y*) & 0 )
of (HJ=, a). Moreover, we have the bound
0u=, aC in =(a+Y*) & 0 (1)
uniformly in a, =, for C=&inf H.
Proof. The uniqueness of a continuous solution follows classically from
a comparison principle between a continuous subsolution and a l.s.c. super-
solution. The proof is omitted because it is a simple modification of the
proof given by Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Lions [8] (Section IX). The main
difference is that the set =(a+Y*) & 0 is not smooth. But, the part of the
boundary =(a+Y*) & 0 where state constraints are imposed is relatively
open and smooth, and this is enough to get comparison. See also Ishii [16].
The proof of the existence of a solution is also an adaptation of the
results of Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Lions [8], but the lack of smoothness of
=(a+Y*) & 0 is more critical here. We use Perron’s method (Ishii [15])
together with appropriate barrier functions. Precisely, put
u=, a=sup[u | u is a nonnegative continuous subsolution of (HJ=, a)].
Because C=&inf H is a supersolution, every subsolution u is below C.
Since 0 is a subsolution by (H3), the function u=, a is therefore well defined
and bounded. This yields at once the bound (1). By Perron’s method, u=, a
is a discontinuous viscosity solution of (HJ=, a). Moreover, it is clear that
the Dirichlet boundary condition u=, a=0 on =(a+Y*) & 0 holds
pointwise. So, we only have to justify that u=, a is continuous. The con-
tinuity of u=, a at points of =(a+Y*) & 0 is not totally classical due to the
lack of smoothness of this part of the boundary.
We introduce the geodetic e cart in Y*
d( y, y$)=inf {|
1
0
| y* t | dt } y # W1, (]0, 1[; Y*), y0= y, y1= y$= .
Because of the regularity of Y*, d is continuous in Y*; it is finite if and
only if y and y$ lie in the same connected component. For y$ # Y* fixed, the
function v( y)=d( y, y$) is a viscosity supersolution of
|Dv|=1 in Y*"[ y$] and v( y$)=0.
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Indeed, by the results of Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Lions [8], it is a viscosity
solution in Y0"[ y$] where Y0 denotes the connected component of y$. And
it is + in Y*"Y0 .
After a simple scaling, similar properties holds for the geodetic e cart in
=(a+Y*) which is =d( x=&a,
x$
= &a). By the coercivity of H, we can find a
constant C so that H( y, x, Cp)0 for every y # Y*, x # Rn and p # Rn with
| p|1. For x$ # Y* fixed and every nonnegative subsolution u, the function
v(x)=u(x$)+C=d( x= &a,
x$
= &a) is therefore a supersolution of
v+H \x= &a, x, Dv+=0 in (=(a+Y*) & 0)"[x$],
v=0 on (=(a+Y*) & 0)"[x$] and v(x$)=u(x$).
By the comparison principle, we get uv. Hence, for every nonnegative
subsolution u, we have
u(x)u(x$)+C=d \x= &a,
x$
=
&a+ , \x, x$ # =(a+Y*) & 0 .
The inequality holds also for u=, a after taking the sup on u. But the function
d is continuous, so the inequality for u=, a gives its continuity, after exchanging
x and x$. K
1.2. The Cell Problem
The existence of the effective hamiltonian is guaranteed by the solvability
of the cell problem. The following theorem settles this question. This result
was established by Horie, Ishii [14] and is the natural generalization of a
result of Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18] to problems in Y* instead
of Rn. For the reader’s convenience, we give a proof of it, which emphasizes on
the role played by the assumption (H0) that ?(Y*) is connected in RnZn.
Theorem 2. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1) and
(H2). Fix (x , p ) # Rn_Rn. Then, there is a unique *=H (x , p ) for which the
cell problem
H( y, x , p +D/)=* in Y* (CP)
has a periodic continuous viscosity solution /.
Moreover, if u is a bounded continuous subsolution of H( y, x , p +Du)*u
in Y* and v is a bounded l.s.c. supersolution of H( y, x , p +Dv)*v in Y*,
then *v*u . In particular,
*vH (x , p )*u .
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Proof. The uniqueness of * follows at once from the ‘‘comparison
principle’’ of the second part of the statement. We briefly recall here the
proof of Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18]. Adding a large constant to
u, we can assume without loss of generality that u( y)>v( y) for some y. If
we had *u<*v , then we could find $>0 so that $u(*v&*u )2 and $v
(*u&*v)2. This would ensure that u and v are respectively a subsolution
and a supersolution of
$u+H( y, x , p +Du)=
*u+*v
2
in Y*.
By the comparison principle (see [8]), we would get uv, and this is a
contradiction.
The proof of the existence of the function / adapts the argument of
Lions, Papanicolaou, Varadhan [18] to the case where the domain of
definition is Y* instead of Rn. Let u$ denote the unique Lipschitz
continuous viscosity solution of
$u$+H( y, x , p +Du$)=0 in Y*. (2)
It is clear that u$ is periodic. By comparison, one can find a constant C>0
independent of $ so that
&C$u$C.
For y # Y* fixed, we have to show that the family [u$&u$( y )] converges
uniformly to a periodic function /, along a subsequence. Indeed, once this
is established, we can assume also that, along a subsequence, $u$( y )
converges to some real number &*. By the stability result of viscosity
solutions, this will imply that / is a viscosity solution of (CP).
To establish the uniform convergence of [u$&u$( y )], we first observe
that the uniform bound on &$u$&L and the coercivity of H gives a uniform
bound for &Du$&L . Hence, the family [u$] is equicontinuous. Since u$ is
periodic, we have the factorization
u$=v$ b ?
for v$ : ?(Y*)  R. The equicontinuity of [u$] gives at once the equicon-
tinuity of [v$]. But, since ?(Y*) is connected and compact, we deduce
that the collection [v$&v$(?( y ))] is equibounded. By Ascoli’s theorem, we
conclude that the collection converges uniformly on ?(Y*) along a sub-
sequence. That is, [u$&u$( y )] converges uniformly to a periodic function
/ along a subsequence. K
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Remark 1. When assumption (H0) doesn’t hold, one has to work on
every connected component Ci of ?(Y*). Precisely, the proof shows that
there is a unique function * that is constant on every ?&1(Ci) so that (CP)
has a periodic solution /. On every Ci , the function *#*i is a limit point
of &$v$(ci) for c i # Ci arbitrary. But, in general, * i {* j when i{ j. This is
why H is not defined unless (H0) hold. We shall see later (Proposition 9)
how to circumvent this difficulty.
The next proposition checks that H enjoys similar structural properties
to H so as to guarantee the uniqueness of a solution of the limit Eq. (HJ).
A very similar result was established in Horie, Ishii [14]. Because the proof
is very short, we reproduce it here. An important technical observation is
in order. As said before, the effective hamiltonian is not coercive in general.
So, the regularity condition (H2) has to be modified. We shall use the
following
H (x$, p)H (x, p)+|R( |x$&x| ), (H2$)
when H (x, p)R. It is a slight variant of the one proposed by [14], which
is adapted to the theory of l.s.c. solutions.
Proposition 3. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1) and
(H2). Then, the effective hamiltonian H is continuous, convex in p, and
satisfies (H2$). Moreover, we have the bounds
inf HH (x, p)sup
y
H( y, x, p).
In particular, if H satisfies (H3), then
H (x, 0)0, \x # Rn. (H3$)
If H is positively homogeneous in p, so is H . If H is symmetric in p, i.e.,
H( y, x, &p)=H( y, x, p), so is H . In particular, if H is a norm in p, H is
a seminorm in p.
Proof. The proof of the theorem relies on a systematic use of the
comparison principle of Theorem 2. Consider first the upper bound for H .
For *u=supy H( y, x, p), 0 is a subsolution of
H( y, x, p+Du)*u in Y*.
Hence, H (x, p)*u=supy H( y, x, p). When p=0, we get (H3$). The
inequality H inf H is trivial.
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For the convexity of H in p, denote by / and /$ the solutions to the cell
problem for (x, p) and (x, p$) respectively. Then, for every t # [0, 1], the
convexity of H gives
H( y, x, tp+(1&t) p$+D(t/+(1&t) /$))
tH( y, x, p+D/)+(1&t) H( y, x, p$+D/$)
=tH (x, p)+(1&t) H (x, p$).
Theorem 2 gives
H ( y, x, tp+(1&t) p$)tH (x, p)+(1&t) H (x, p$),
whence the convexity of H . When H is positively homogeneous in p, the
proof that H is positively homogeneous is trivial and we omit it. When H
is symmetric, /$=&/ is an a.e. subsolution of
H( y, x, &p+D/$)H (x, p) in Y*.
By the convexity of H, it is a viscosity subsolution. Hence, H (x, &p)
H (x, p). Replacing p by &p gives the equality H (x, &p)=H (x, p).
For the proof of (H2$), we fix R0 and (x, p) such that H (x, p)R.
We then have
H( y, x, p+D/)R a.e. in Y*.
By coercivity and (H2), it is clear that H satisfies condition (H2$). Therefore,
H( y, x$, p+D/)H( y, x, p+D/)+|R( |x$&x| )H (x, p)+|R( |x$&x| ).
This yields H (x$, p)H (x, p)+|R( |x$&x| ). Thus, (H2$) is proved. The
continuity of H follows also. Indeed H is locally bounded, so it is
continuous in x uniformly for p bounded, by (H2$). And it is continuous
in p by convexity. So, it is jointly continuous. K
We saw in the preceding proposition that all the properties of the
hamiltonian were inherited by the effective hamiltonian but one, namely
coercivity. To discuss further the loss of coercivity, the following sets are of
great importance. Fix y # Y* and denote by G the subset of Zn consisting
of the m’s for which y and y +m belong to the same connected component
of Y*. Consider also the vector subspace F=span(G).
Lemma. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0). Then, G is a subgroup of Zn that
is independent of y .
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Proof. The fact that G is a subgroup is a simple consequence of the
observation that, because Y* is periodic, two points y and y$ lie in the
same connected component if and only if y+m and y$+m lie in the same
connected component, for m # Zn. The details of the verification are left to
the reader.
The fact that G is independent of y is a trivial consequence of the claim
that, under (H0), the connected components of Y* are deduced from one
another by an integer translation. This is equivalent to the claim that, if Y0
denotes the connected component of y in Y*, then
Y*=Zn+Y0 .
We recall here the proof of Horie, Ishii [14]. We first note that the set
Zn+Y0 is open (relative to Y*). It is also closed. Indeed, let
y # Y*"(Zn+Y0) and let V be a connected neighbourhood of y in Y*
(there is one because Y* is smooth). If we had V & (m+Y0){< for
some m # Zn, we would have (&m+V) & Y0{<, thus &m+V/Y0 ,
because the set &m+V is connected. But this would yield y # m+Y0 ,
which is impossible. So V/Y*"(Zn+Y0). Hence, Zn+Y0 is closed. Con-
sequently, the periodic nonempty set Zn+Y0 is open and closed, and so is
?(Zn+Y0). But ?(Y*) is connected, and therefore ?(Zn+Y0)=?(Y*),
i.e. Zn+Y0=Y*. K
Remark 2. For further reference, we rephrase the second part of the
preceding proof as follows. Under (H0), for every two points y and y$ in
Y*, one can find m # Zn so that y and y$+m lie in the same connected
component of Y*.
The next result clarifies settles the question of the coercivity of H by
proving that F = is the constancy space of the convex function p [ H (x, p),
i.e. the largest subspace where it is constant (see [19]). As a consequence,
H is coercive if and only if F=Rn. A sufficient condition is therefore that
Y* is connected because, in this case, G=Zn.
Denote by k the effective hamiltonian corresponding to the euclidean
norm | p| as a hamiltonian. It is a seminorm by Proposition 3. The result
is a simple consequence of the claim that
F ==[k 0].
This property is not trivial and is a consequence of the representation
formula for k of the second section. It is admitted for the moment and will
be proved later (see Remark 6).
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Proposition 4. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1)
and (H2).
Then,
lim
t  +
H (x, tp)<+ if and only if p # F =.
Moreover, H satisfies (H1) if and only if F=Rn.
Proof. There are two nondecreasing continuous functions g, h :
[0, +)  R such that limr  + g(r)=limr  + h(r)=+ and
g( | p| )H( y, x, p)h( | p| ), \p # Rn, \ y # Y*. (3)
We take g(r)=inf[H( y, x, p) | | p|r, y] and h(r)=sup[H( y, x, p) |
| p|r, y]. Because the coercivity assumption 6 is uniform in x, we can
choose g independently of x by regularizing inf[H( y, x, p) | | p|r, y, x].
Because g is nondecreasing, the effective hamiltonian corresponding to
g b | } | is simply g b k . Indeed, if / is the solution to the cell problem for | } |,
it is also a solution of
g( | p+D/| )= g(k ( p)) in Y*.
A similar result holds for h. Inequality (3) then implies
g(k ( p))H (x, p)h(k ( p)), \p # Rn.
Since g and h are coercive, we get that
lim
t  +
H (x, tp)<+ if and only if lim
t  +
k (tp)<+.
By the positive homogeneity of k , this is equivalent to k ( p)0. As
mentioned before, we shall show in Remark 6 that [k 0]=F =. So, this
proves the first part of the proposition.
When F=Rn, (H1) holds for H because g is independent of x and
lim | p|   k ( p)=+. The converse statement results from the first
part. K
1.3. Convergence
The next proposition is the basic tool for passing to the limit in (HJ=, a).
For technical reasons, we shall state it for the equation
*u=, a+H \x= &a, x, Du=, a+=0 in =(a+Y*) & 0, (HJ$=, a)
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with * # R. We don’t include boundary conditions on 0 because the
theory of l.s.c. viscosity solutions demands a separate treatment. The limit
equation is, of course,
*u+H (x, Du)=0 in 0. (HJw $)
The statement of the convergence results uses the notion of relaxed limits
that was introduced in the context of viscosity solutions by Barles and
Perthame (see Barles [4] for a detailed exposition of the technique). For
our problem, the lower relaxed limit is defined in 0 by
lim inf
=  0, a *
u=, a(x )= lim
r  0
inf[u=, a(x) | =<r, a, x # =(a+Y*) & 0 & Br(x )].
The formula with the sup instead of the inf defines the upper relaxed limit
lim sup* u=, a . The lower and upper relaxed limits are l.s.c. and u.s.c. respec-
tively. For a function u that is independent of = and a the lower half relaxed
limit is simply its l.s.c. envelope u
*
.
Once again, our resut is similar to one of Horie, Ishii [14]. The
argument adapts the proof by the perturbed test function of Evans [12] to
the present situation.
Proposition 5. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and that H satisfies (H1)
and (H2).
 Let [v=, a] be a uniformly bounded family of l.s.c. supersolutions of
(HJ$=, a). Then the lower half-relaxed limit lim inf* v=, a is a l.s.c. supersolutionof (HJ$).
 Let [u=, a] be a uniformly bounded family of continuous subsolutions
of (HJ$=, a). Then the upper half-relaxed limit lim sup* u=, a is an u.s.c.
subsolution of (HJ$).
Proof. We shall only show that v=lim inf
*
v=, a is a supersolution. The
proof that lim sup* u=, a is a subsolution goes the same way.
Assume that, for some x # 0, there is a smooth . such that x is a strict
minimum point of v&. in 0 . Let / be a solution of the cell problem
H( y, x , D.(x )+D/)=H (x , D.(x )) in Y*.
For every =>0 small enough and every a, we consider the perturbed test
function on =(a+Y*)
u=, a(x)=.(x)+=/ \x= &a+ .
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By the definition of v, there is a subsequence =k a 0, ak and x $k  x with
x $k # =k(ak+Y*) such that v=k , ak(x $k)  v(x ). We put uk=u=k , ak and
vk=v=k , ak . Since u=, a converges uniformly to . on compact sets as =  0
uniformly in a, it is a well-known fact that there is a local minimum point
x k of vk&uk on =k(ak+Y*) such that x k  x and vk(x k)  v(x ) (see [10]
for instance).
For ’>0, it is classical to show (see for instance Soner [20]’s proof for
the comparison principle for state constraints) that there is a local
minimum point (x’ , x$’) of
vk(x)&uk(x$)+|x&x k | 2+
|x&’&(x)&x$|2
’2
in =k(ak+Y*)_=k(ak+Y*), where & is a suitable extension of the outward
normal of =k(ak+Y*), that has the following properties: (x’ , x$’) 
(x k , x k) as ’  0 with x$’ # =k(ak+Y*) and (vk(x’), uk(x$’))  (vk(x k),
uk(x k)). Moreover, there are p’ # J &=k(ak+Y*) vk(x’) and p$’ # J
+uk(x$’) such
that | p’& p$’ |  0. But,
J +uk(x$’)=D.(x$’)+J +/( y$’)
for y$’=
x$’
=k
&ak . Since vk is a supersolution of (HJk) and / is a solution of
the cell problem, we deduce that
*vk(x’)+H( y’ , x’ , p’)0 and
H( y$’ , x , D.(x )&D.(x$’)+ p$’)H (x , D.(x )).
Using (H2) and the uniform boundedness of p$’ in ’ and k due to (H1),
we get
*vk(x’)+H (x , D.(x ))
&|( |x’&x |+| y’& y$’ |+| p’& p$’ |+|D.(x$’)&D.(x )| ).
Sending ’  0 yields
*vk(x k)+H (x , D.(x ))&|( |x k&x |+|D.(x k)&D.(x )| ).
Sending k  , we get *v(x )+H (x , D.(x ))0. K
The theory of l.s.c. solutions was introduced by Barron, Jensen [6] for
first-order parabolic Hamilton-Jacobi equations with convex hamiltonian
in (0, +)_Rn. The theory was developed by Barles [3] for stationary
obstacle problems in Rn and by Soravia [21] for stationary problems in
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open sets with Dirichlet boundary conditions (when the boundary data is
a subsolution). We refer to [2] for a full exposition of the theory.
We only recall here the definition of [21]. A l.s.c. function is a l.s.c.
subsolution of (HJ) if u0 in 0 with u=0 on 0 (to simplify) and if its
zero extension u~ , defined by
u~ =u in 0 and u~ =0 in Rn"0 ,
is such that &u~ is a u.s.c. subsolution (in the classical viscosity sense) of
&u+H (x, &Du)0 in Rn.
This last property means
u~ (x)+H (x, p)0, \p # J &u~ (x), \x # Rn.
Note that it holds trivially in Rn"0 because 0 is a subsolution in Rn by
(H3$). A l.s.c. solution is a l.s.c. supersolution (in the classical viscosity
sense) and a l.s.c. subsolution.
Proposition 5 readily gives that the lower relaxed limit lim inf
*
u=, a is a
l.s.c. solution of the limit equation. This is the main convergence result of
the paper.
Theorem 6. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1), (H2)
and (H3). Then the lower half-relaxed limit lim inf
*
u=, a is the unique
bounded l.s.c. viscosity solution of (HJ).
Proof. We first show that u=lim inf
*
u=, a is a bounded l.s.c. solution of
(HJ). Its boundedness is a consequence of the uniform bound (1). The fact
that u is a supersolution of (HJ) follows directly from Proposition 5.
The validity of the boundary condition u=0 on 0 is elementary to
check. Indeed, since u=, a0 in =(a+Y*) & 0 , we get u0 on 0 by passing
to the limit. On the other hand, given x # 0 and =>0, one can pick
a # x= &Y* (because Y*{<). Then x # =(a+Y*) & 0 and therefore
u=, a(x)=0. This implies that u(x)0. Hence, u=0 on 0.
It remains to show that &u~ is an u.s.c. subsolution of
&u+H (x, &Du)0 in Rn.
Let u=, a
t be the function defined on =(a+Y*) by
u=, a
t =u=, a in =(a+Y*) & 0 and
u=, a
t =0 in =(a+Y*) & (Rn"0 ).
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It is obviously continuous in =(a+Y*). Because of (H3) and the inequality
u=, a0, it is clear that u=, a
t is a subsolution of (HJ=, a) in =(a+Y*). But,
H is convex in p and coercive, so an u.s.c. function is a viscosity subsolu-
tion if and only if it is locally Lipschitz continuous and is a subsolution at
each point of differentiability. Therefore, & u=, a
t is a subsolution of
&u+H \x= &a, x, &Du+0 in =(a+Y*).
Moreover, it is easy to realize that lim inf
*
u=, a
t=u~ . Applying Proposition 5,
we conclude that &u~ =lim sup*(& u=, a
t ) is an u.s.c. subsolution of
&u+H (x, &Du)0 in Rn. This means that u is a l.s.c. subsolution of
(HJ).
The uniqueness of a bounded l.s.c. viscosity solution of (HJ) follows from
the results of Soravia [21] (see also Barles [3]). Our result is slightly dif-
ferent because of the use of (H2$). So, we briefly recall the argument and
emphasize the role played by (H2$). The basic tool is the time-dependent
inf-convolution of u~
u’(t, x)= inf
y # Rn {u~ ( y)+e&t
|x& y|2
2’ = .
It is classical to check that u’ is locally Lipschitz continuous and that, for
every ( pt , px) # J &u’(t, x), we have
pt=&e&t
|x& y| 2
2’
, px=e&t
(x& y)
’
# J &u~ ( y),
with u’(t, x)=u~ ( y)+e&t
|x& y|2
2’
.
Moreover, u’  u~ as ’  0 (see [2] or [4] for details). Put R=&u~ & and
note that R&u’& . Then, by (H2$), u’ is a subsolution of
(u’)t (x)+u’(x)+H (x, Du’(x))
u~ ( y)+H ( y, Du’(x))+|R( |x& y| )
|R(2 - R’et)
in (0, +)_Rn, because Du’(x) is an element of J &u~ ( y). Precisely, the
inequality holds at every point of differentiability of u’ and therefore u’ is
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a viscosity subsolution because of the convexity of H in p. Since u’u~ , it
is a subsolution of
(u’)t+u’+H (x, Du’)|R(2 - R’et) in (0, +)_0,
u’0 on (0, +)_0.
If v is a bounded supersolution, we get, by comparison, that
u’(t, } )v+e&t &u’(0, } )&v&+e&t |
t
0
es|R(2 - R’es) ds.
Since &u’(0, } )&v& is bounded uniformly in ’, we send ’  0 and then
t  + to get uv. K
Before giving several variants of Theorem 6, we illustrate the role played
by the shift parameter a to relax the problem. We shall construct an
example such that
lim inf
*
v=, 0 {lim inf* v=, a .
This shows that the convergence statement in Theorem 6 cannot be
improved in general. Since our purpose is only illustrative, we freely use,
without mention, statements that will be proved in the second part of the
paper. Take
0=[x | 0<|x|<1], Y*=[ y | inf
m # Zn
| y&m|> 13] and
H( y, x, p)=| p|&1.
By Propositions 3 and 4, the effective hamiltonian is a norm k . We denote
by k the polar norm to k , defined by k(z)=sup[( p, z) | k ( p)1]. Then,
the solution to Eq. (HJ=, a) is the discounted distance function within
=(a+Y*) to 0
v=, a=1&exp(&d=, a)
with
d=, a(x)=inf {|
1
0
|x* t | dt } x0=x, x1 # 0, xt # =(a+Y*) \t # [0, 1]= .
Moreover, the solution to the limit Eq. (HJ) is the discounted distance
function to 0 for the k norm
u=1&exp(&$( } , 0)) with $(x, 0)=inf[k(x&x$) | x$ # 0].
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When a=0 and =>0, no trajectory in the definition of v=, a can reach the
origin because 0 # Rn"(=Y*). Therefore, we have lim inf
*
v=, 0=$( } , 0 ). In
particular, lim inf
*
v=, 0(0)>0=lim inf* v=, a(0).
Under the mild regularity assumption on 0 that int(0 )=0, the next
result shows that the preceding cannot happen in the sense that the
behaviour of v=, a is uniform in a. The result is in the vein of Barles and
Perthame [5]’s approach to exit time control problems (see also [4]).
Proposition 7. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1),
(H2) and (H3). Assume also that
int(0 )=0.
Then,
(lim sup*
=  0, a
u=, a)*=lim inf*=  0, a
u=, a in 0.
In particular, for every a fixed, we have
(lim sup*
=  0
u=, a )*=lim inf*=  0
u=, a in 0.
Remark 3. The preceding result clarifies the convergence in 0 but
nothing can be said on 0 because it is expected in general that
(lim sup* u=, a)*>0=lim inf* u=, a on 0.
This means that a boundary layer appears (see Barles [4] for a discussion
of this phenomenon). To see this, take a periodic set with strips (such as
the one of the introduction). Then, it is clear that (lim sup* u=, a)*>0 on
any relatively open flat part of the boundary of 0 that is parallel to the
strip.
Proof. For an arbitrary open set 0, put
u=(lim sup* u=, a)* in int(0 ) and u=0 on 0 .
We claim that u is a l.s.c. subsolution of
u+H (x, Du)=0 in int(0 ) and u=0 on 0 . (4)
When int(0 )=0, the equation is simply (HJ). By the proof of the unique-
ness statement of Theorem 6, lim inf
*
u=, a is the maximal l.s.c. subsolution
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of (HJ). Therefore, lim inf
*
u=, au. The reverse inequality being obvious
by the definition of u, we conclude that lim inf
*
u=, a=u in 0 , whence
lim inf
*
u=, a=(lim sup* u=, a)* in 0.
To prove the claim, we first observe, as in the proof of Theorem 6, that
the zero extension u=, a
t of u=, a is a continuous viscosity subsolution
of (HJ=, a) in =(a+Y*). By Proposition 5, lim sup* u=, a
t is an u.s.c.
subsolution of u+H (x, Du)0 in Rn. By the consistency results for u.s.c.
and l.s.c. subsolutions (see [2] for instance), (lim sup* u=, a
t )
*
is a l.s.c.
subsolution of the same equation. But,
lim sup* u=, a
t=lim sup* u=, a in 0 and
lim sup* u=, a
t=0 in Rn"0 ,
because u=, a
t0. Taking the l.s.c. envelope, we get (lim sup* u=, a
t )
*
=u~ . So,
u is a l.s.c. subsolution of (4). K
The next result is concerned with the uniform convergence of u=, a to the
solution u of (HJ), which means here that
lim
=  0
sup
a
sup
=(a+Y*) & 0
|u=, a&u|=0.
This question is related to the continuity of u, so it cannot be expected to
be true in general. An explicit example where no convergence of the whole
family holds (even in a pointwise sense) is given in Remark 3. However,
there is a simple situation when the convergence is uniform.
Proposition 8. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and H satisfies (H1),
(H2) and (H3). Assume also that
int(0 )=0 and F=Rn.
Then, the solution u to (HJ) is Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, u=, a
converges to u, as =  0, uniformly on 0 , uniformly in a.
Proof. The conclusion follows classically if we show the equality
lim inf
*
u=, a=lim sup* u=, a in 0
and that the resulting function is Lipschitz continuous.
From the proof of the preceding proposition, we know that
lim sup* u=, a
t is a subsolution of u+H (x, Du)0 in Rn. But, under the
assumption that F=Rn, the effective hamiltonian H is coercive (see
Proposition 4). Hence, lim sup* u=, a
t is Lipschitz continuous in Rn.
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Since int(0 )=0 and lim sup* u=, a
t =0 in Rn"0 , we deduce that
lim sup* u=, a
t =0 on 0, so that lim sup* u=, a
t is a classical viscosity sub-
solution of (HJ). By comparison, we get lim sup* u=, a
tlim inf
*
u=, a in 0 .
But, lim sup* u=, a
t =lim sup* u=, a in 0 . We conclude that lim inf* u=, a=
lim sup* u=, a in 0 and that the function is Lipschitz continuous. K
Although the assumption (H0) that Y* is connected in RnZn is the
cornerstone for our analysis, it is not totally satisfactory in one respect.
Indeed, if Y* is periodic and satifies (H0), then 12Y* is periodic but doesn’t
satisfy (H0) in general. However, the original scale should not matter (for
hamiltonians independent of y, say) because we are only interested in the
asymptotic behaviour of =Y* as =  0.
The next results answer this preoccupation and gets rid of (H0). It is a
simple consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma. Let Y* be a smooth periodic open subset of Rn. Then, there is
a finite collection (Y i*)mi=1 of smooth periodic open subsets of R
n satisfying
(H0) such that
Y*= .
m
i=1
Y i* and Y i* & Y j* =< when i{ j.
This decomposition is uniquely determined by the property that the ?(Y i* )
are the connected components of ?(Y*).
Proof. Because ?(Y*) is a locally connected compact space, its con-
nected components are in finite number, for they form an open covering of
?(Y*). We denote them by C1 , ..., Cm and put Y i*=int(?&1(C i)). It is clear
that
Y*= .
m
i=1
Y i* and Y i* & Y j* =< when i{ j.
Also, ?(Y i* )=C i . Moreover, if x # Y i*, one can find a neighbourhood V
of x such that V & Y j* =< for every j{i. Hence, V & Y i*=V & Y*. The
smoothness of Y i* is then a consequence of the smoothness of Y*.
Conversely, if there is such a decomposition, we have ?(Y*)=
?(i Y i* )=i ?(Y i* ). Moreover, because each Y i* is periodic, we have
?(Y i* ) & ?(Y j* )=< when i{ j. We deduce in particular that ?(Y i* )=
?(Y*)"(j{i ?(Y j* )) is closed and open relatively to ?(Y*). This implies
that every connected subset of ?(Y*) is included in one of the ?(Y i* ). Since
every ?(Y i* ) is connected, we conclude that they are the connected
components of ?(Y*). This property determines the set Y i* uniquely
because it is periodic and smooth, therefore Y i*=int(?&1(?(Y i* ))). K
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Proposition 9. Let H satisfy (H1), (H2) and (H3). Associate to Y* the
decomposition Y*=mi=1 Y i* of the preceding lemma, so that every Y i* is a
smooth periodic subset satisfying (H0). Denote by H i the effective
hamiltonian corresponding to Y i* and let ui be the unique l.s.c. viscosity
solution of
ui+H i (x, Dui)=0 in 0 and ui=0 on 0.
Then, lim inf
*
u=, a=infi=1, ..., m ui .
Proof. For every i, let u i=, a be the solution of the Eq. (HJ=, a) in Y i*
instead of Y*. From Theorem 6, we know that lim inf
*
u i=, a=ui . On the
other hand, it is clear from the definition that
lim inf
*
u=, a= inf
i=1, ..., m
(lim inf
*
u i=, a).
Hence, lim inf
*
u=, a=infi=1, ..., m ui . K
2. APPLICATIONS TO OPTIMAL CONTROL
2.1. The Original Control Problem
We now interpretate the preceding results in the context of deterministic
optimal control problems. Let a metric space A be the control space. Let
b( y, x, :) and f ( y, x, :) be continuous functions on Rn_Rn_A that are
periodic in y. We assume that there is r>0 such that
Br /conv[b( y, x, :) | : # A], \y, x # Rn. (C1)
We also suppose that there is a constant C and a modulus of continuity |
for which
|b( y, x, :)|C and |b( y$, x$, :)&b( y, x, :)|C( | y$& y|+|x$&x| ),
| f ( y, x, :)|C and | f ( y$, x$, :)& f ( y, x, :)||( | y$& y|+|x$&x| ),
(C2)
for every ( y, x, :) and ( y$, x$, :) in Rn_Rn_A. Finally, we shall assume,
in general, that
f ( y, x, :)0, \( y, x, :) # Rn_Rn_A. (C3)
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A control is a measurable function : : [0, +)  A. Given x # Rn, there
is a unique solution to the ordinary differential equation
x* t=b \xt&a= , xt , :t+ for t # [0, +), x0=x.
For x # =(a+Y*) fixed, we say that the control : is admissible and write
: # A=, ax if xt # =(a+Y*) for every t # [0, +). The associated trajectory is
said to be admissible. Under (C1), we note that
\y # Y*, \x # Rn, _: # A such that (b( y, x, :), &( y))<0, (5)
where &( y) is the outward normal to Y* at y. This implies that A=, ax {<
for every x # =(a+Y*) (see Soner [20] or [8]). Given an admissible
trajectory, we define the exit time from 0 by {=inf[t # [0, +) | xt  0]
with values in [0, +]. The value function is defined on =(a+Y*) & 0 by
v=, a(x)= inf
Ax
=, a |
{
0
e&tf \xt&a= , xt , :t+ dt.
From the optimal control theory, it is expected that the value function
solves the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Eq. (HJ=, a) for the hamiltonian
H( y, x, p)=sup
: # A
[&(b( y, x, :), p)& f ( y, x, :)]. (6)
We note that H satisfies the standing assumptions. Indeed, H is periodic in
y and convex in p. (H1) and the boundedness of f classically yield the
coercivity of H. The boundedness and uniform regularity of b and f
uniformly in : gives (H2). And the assumption that f 0 yields (H3).
Theorem 10. Under (C1), (C2) and (C3), the value function v=, a is
continuous. It is the unique viscosity solution of (HJ=, a) with the hamiltonian
given by (6).
Proof. We have to justify the continuity of the value function. Once this
is proved, the fact that v=, a is viscosity solution of (HJ=, a) follows classically
from the dynamic programming principle. The proof of the continuity of
value functions with pure state contraints or pure exit cost is well-known
(see Soner [20] and Lions [17] respectively). The proof we give for mixed
boundary conditions follows roughly the one of Lions (see also [8]).
For x, x$ # =(a+Y*), we define the minimum time function within
=(a+Y*) by
T=, a(x, x$)=inf[T | : # A =, ax , xT=x$],
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with values in [0, +]. We shall prove that there is a constant C>0 for
which
T=, a(x, x$)C=d \x&a= ,
x$&a
= + , \x, x$ # =(a+Y*). (7)
This will be sufficient, because, by the dynamic programming principle
v=, a(x)= inf
Ax
=, a {|
{ 7T
0
e&tf \xt&a= , xt , :t+ dt+1T<{e&Tv=, a(xT)=
and the nonnegativity of f and v=, a , we get
v=, a(x)C=d \x&a= ,
x$&a
= ++v=, a(x$).
Exchanging x and x$ yields
|v=, a(x)&v=, a(x$)|C=d \x&a= ,
x$&a
= + .
The continuity of v=, a follows from the continuity of d.
We first show that T=, a is continuous in =(a+Y*)_=(a+Y*). Define the
minimum time function in Rn_Rn by
T =, a(x, x$)=inf[T | : # A, x0=x, xT=x$],
where A is the set of the measurable control with values in A. Under
assumption (C1), T =, a is continuous (see, e.g., [8]). But, for every
x # =(a+Y*), there is a neighbourhood V of x such that
T=, a=T =, a on V_V.
Indeed, fix \>0 such that B\(x )/=(a+Y*) and choose the neighbour-
hood V of x such that &b& T =, a(x, x$)<\ on V_V. For (x, x$) # V_V,
the infimum in the definition of T =, a will be taken over the trajectories such
that xT=x$ for &b& T<\. But then |xt&x|&b& t, hence xt #
=(a+Y*) for tT. Redefining the control for tT, we obtain T =, a(x, x$)
=T=, a(x, x$). On the other hand, for (x , x $) fixed, we know from the
dynamic programming principle that
T=, a(x, x$)T=, a(x, x )+T=, a(x , x $)+T=, a(x $, x$). (8)
The continuity of T=, a in =(a+Y*)_=(a+Y*) then follows from its
continuity at every point of the form (x, x) for x # =(a+Y*).
The second step is to establish (7) in =(a+Y*)_=(a+Y*). We fix
x # =(a+Y*) and we denote by =(a+Y0) the connected component of x in
=(a+Y*). The function u(x)=T=, a(x, x ) is continuous and finite in
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=(a+Y0) and satisfies the dynamic programming principle; it is therefore a
viscosity subsolution of
sup
: # A {&\Du, b \
x&a
=
, x, :++==1 in =(a+Y0)"[x ] and
u(x )=0.
But sup: # A[&( p, b( x&a= , x, :))]r | p| by (C1). Hence, u is Lipschitz con-
tinuous in =(a+Y0) and
u(x)C=d \x&a= ,
x &a
= +
for x # =(a+Y0), with C=1r. The inequality is true also for
x # =(a+Y*"Y0) because both terms are +. This proves (7) in
=(a+Y*)_=(a+Y*).
We now show that (7) holds when x or x$ are on =(a+Y*). When
x # =(a+Y*), we deduce from (C1) that there is : # A such that
\b \x&a= , x, :+ , &(x)+<0.
It is then not hard to construct an admissible trajectory such that
xt # =(a+Y*) for t>0 small (see, for instance, Soner [20]). When
x$ # =(a+Y*), there is ; # A such that
\b \x$&a= , x$, ;+ , &(x$)+>0.
One can construct similarly a trajectory for t0 such that x$t # =(a+Y*)
for t<0 small and x$0=x$. For t>0, we note that T=, a(x, xt)t and
T=, a(x$&t , x$)t. We deduce from (8) and the preceding paragraph that
T=, a(x, x$)2t+T=, a(xt , x$&t)2t+C=d \xt&a= ,
x$&t&a
= + .
Sending t  0, we get (7). K
2.2. Representation Formulas for the Effective Hamiltonian
When the hamiltonian is associated to a control problem through (6), it
is possible to obtain a formula for H in terms of a control problem. This
relies on the interpretation of the cell problem as an ergodic control
problem and the effective hamiltonian as an associated average cost. The
next theorem establishes this new representation formula of H . It is a
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modification of a result by Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Lions [8] that takes advan-
tage of the periodicity of the problem. We need a notation. We fix x # Rn
and freeze the x variable in the control problem. Precisely, for y # Y*, we
write Axy for the set of the admissible controls, i.e. such that the trajectory
y* t=b( yt , x, :t) for t # [0, +), y0= y
remains in Y* for every t # [0, +). We observe that Axy {< because
of (5).
Theorem 11. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and that H is associated
through (6) to an optimal control problem satisfying (C1) and (C2). Fix
y # Y*. Then, we have
H (x, p)= sup
m # Zn
sup {&( p, m)&
Tm
0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
Tm } : # Axy , yTm= y +m, Tm>0= .
(9)
Remark 4. By this formula, we can regard H as the Hamiltonian
associated to a control problem. Precisely, define the control set
A x=[: =(m, Tm , :) # Zn_(0, +)_Axy | yTm= y +m]
and the drift and cost function by
b (x, : )=
1
Tm |
Tm
0
b( yt , x, :t) dt=
m
Tm
and
f (x, : )=
1
Tm |
Tm
0
f ( yt , x, :t) dt.
Then
H (x, p)= sup
: # A x
[&(b (x, : ), p)& f (x, : )].
Of course, the control set A x and the cost function f depend on y . But
since the hamiltonian H is independent of y , we ignore this dependency in
the writing of the sets and functions. We note that (C1) doesn’t hold in
general. Indeed, we have
conv[b (x, : ) | : # A x]
=conv { mTm # Zn } _Tm>0, _: # Axy such that yTm= y +m= .
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Under (C1), we know that we can join two points in Y* by an admissible
trajectory if and only if they lie in the same connected component. The
left-hand term in the identity is therefore a subset of F.
Proof. The point of departure is the following identity of Capuzzo-
Dolcetta, Lions [8]
H (x, p)=sup
A y
x {lim supT  +
&( p, yT& y )&T0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T = . (10)
To obtain this identity from the results of [8], we consider the value
function with discounting $>0
v$( y)=inf
Ay
x |

0
e&$t[( p, b( yt , x, :t))+ f ( yt , x, :t)] dt.
It is the unique bounded Lipschitz continuous viscosity solution of
$v$+sup
: # A
[&(Dv$ , b( y, x, :))&( p, b( y, x, :))& f ( y, x, :)]=0 in Y*.
The above hamiltonian is simply H ( y, q)=H( y, x, p+q). So the equation
is (2) and the value function is the function u$ of the proof of Theorem 2.
We deduce that $v$ converges uniformly to &H (x, p) as $  0. It is a
classical result from ergodic control theory that lim$  0 $v$ coincides with
the limit in time problem given by
inf
Ay
x {lim infT  +
T0 ( p, b( yt , x, :t))+ f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T = .
(see [8] or [2] for a proof). This yields
H (x, p)=sup
A y
x {lim supT  +
T0 &( p, b( yt , x, :t))& f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T =
=sup
Ay
x {lim supT  +
&( p, yT&y )&T0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T = .
Let + denote the right-hand term of (9). We first show that +H (x, p).
Choose arbitrarily m # Zn and an admissible trajectory with yTm= y +m for
some Tm>0. We keep the control on [0, Tm[ but redefine it periodically
by :t=:t&Tm for tTm . The associated trajectory therefore satisfies
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yt= yt&Tm+m for tTm . The trajectory has values in Y*, so the new
control is admissible. Moreover, by periodicity, we have for every k # N*
&( p, m)&Tm0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
Tm
=
&( p, ykTm& y )&
kTm
0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
kTm
.
Taking the lim sup as k  +, we deduce from (10) the bound
&( p, m)&Tm0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
Tm
H (x, p).
This yields +H (x, p), after taking the supremum over : and m.
The reverse inequality is slightly more delicate. It is a consequence of fact
that y +Zn can be reached from every y$ # Y* in a uniform finite time. The
precise claim is that there is a constant C>0 such that, for every y$ # Y*,
there are an m # Zn, a control :$ # Axy$ and a time S # [0, C] so that
y$S= y +m. Since b is bounded, this will imply that y$& y &m is bounded
uniformly in y$. Supposing temporarily that the result is true, we pick an
arbitrary control : # Axy . For every T>0, we then consider the control :$
corresponding to y$= yT . We switch to the control :$t&T after time T. This
corresponds to the trajectory y"t given by
y"t= yt for tT and y"t= y$t&T for TtT+S.
By construction, yT+S= y +m for some m # Zn. We put Tm=T+S. Then,
we have
&( p, yT&y )&T0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T
=
&( p, m)&Tm0 f ( yt", x, :t") dt
Tm
+\Tm&TT +
&( p, m)&Tm0 f ( yt", x, :t") dt
Tm
+
&( p, yT&y &m)+TmT f (yt", x, :t") dt
T
.
By the boundedness of b and f and the uniform bounds on S, we can
bound from above the terms in the second line by CT. This yields
&( p, yT& y )&T0 f ( yt , x, :t) dt
T
++
C
T
.
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Taking the lim sup as T  + and then the supremum over :, we
conclude that H (x, p)+.
It remains to prove the claim. We introduce the minimum time function
Tx( y, y$)=inf[T | : # Axy , yT= y$].
We have to show that infm # Zn Tx( y, y +m) is bounded. Arguing as in the
proof of Theorem 10, one can show that
Tx( y, y$)Cd( y, y$).
So, we have to prove that $( y)=infm # Zn Cd( y, y +m) is bounded. The
crucial observation is that, under (H0), T is finite, because we can find
m # Zn so that y and y +m lie in the same connected component of Y* (see
Remark 2). Because d satisfies the triangle inequality and is continuous, $
is continuous. But $ is periodic and finite, so it is bounded over Y*. K
We have seen in Remark 4 that the effective hamiltonian has a simple
interpretation in terms of a control problem. A simpler interpretation is
possible for b arbitrary provided f#0. This corresponds to the case of
hamiltonians that are positively homogeneous in p. The reason is that the
second sup in (9) is easy to compute in this case. Precisely, since H 0, the
supremum is taken over the m # Zn that satisfy &( p, m)0. Therefore, for
y fixed, we can write (9) as
H (x, p)= sup
m # Zn
&( p, m)
inf[Tm | : # Axy , yTm= y +m, Tm>0]
.
Recalling the expression of the minimum time function
Tx( y, y$)=inf[T | : # Axy , yT= y$],
we define
8(m)=Tx( y , y +m) if m # Zn and 8=+ on Rn"Zn.
With these notations, we can rewrite the above expression of H as
H (x, p)= sup
m # Zn
&( p, m)
8(m)
(11)
with the convention that &( p, m)8(m)=0 for m=0. This can be written
in a more convenient way in terms of the l.s.c. convex enveloppe of the
function 8, which we denote by K(x, } ). Though the function 8 depends on
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x and y , a trivial consequence of the next theorem is that K is independent
of y .
Proposition 12. Assume that Y* satisfies (H0) and that
H( y, x, p)=sup
: # A
[&(b( y, x, :), p)]
for b satisfying (C1) and (C2).
For x fixed, the function K(x, z) is a positively homogeneous l.s.c. convex
function with F as effective domain. Moreover,
H (x, p)=sup[&( p, z) | K(x, z)1].
Remark 5. More generally, when the running cost f is independent of
( y, :), then we have obviously
H (x, p)=&f (x)+sup[&( p, z) | K(x, z)1].
Proof. The proof uses some elementary facts about convex analysis. We
refer to Rockafellar [19] for more information. To simplify the writing, we
shall drop the x dependency and put H ( p) and K(z) instead of H (x, p) and
K(x, z). Consider the closed convex set
C=[ p | H (&p)1].
By (11), we have C=[ p | ( p, m)8(m), \m # Zn]. We first show that the
Fenchel conjugate of 8, defined by
8*( p)=sup[( p, m)&8(m) | m # Zn],
is the indicator function of C. It is obvious that 8*( p)=0 when p # C.
When p  C, one can find m # Zn so that ( p, m)&8(m)>0. But we have
8(km)k8(m), \k # N. (12)
Indeed, the minimum time function Tx satisfies the triangle inequality and
is Zn invariant. Therefore,
8(km)=Tx( y , y +km)
Tx( y , y +m)+ } } } +Tx( y +(k&1) m, y +km)
=kTx( y , y +m)
=k8(m).
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We deduce that ( p, km)&8(km)k(( p, m)&8(m)). Sending k  +,
we conclude that 8*( p)=+. So, we have proved that 8* is the
indicator function of C. This means that K=8** is the support function
of C, i.e. that
K(z)=sup[( p, z) | H (&p)1]=sup[&( p, z) | H ( p)1].
K is therefore positively homogeneous. Moreover, since H is a l.s.c.
positively homogeneous convex function, we deduce from the theory of
polar functions that
H ( p)=sup[&( p, z) | K(z)1].
It remains to show that dom(K)=F. This results from the following
obvious equivalences
&p # dom(K )%  &( p, z)0 when K(z)<+
 &( p, z)0 when K(z)1
 H ( p)0
 &( p, m)0 when 8(m)<+
 & p # G%. (13)
We have used the positive homogeneity of K for the first equivalence and
(12) for the last one. Since dom(K ) and G contain 0 and dom(K) is convex,
we deduce from taking the polar that dom(K )=(dom(K ))%%=G%%=
conv(G ). Because G is a subgroup, it is immediate that conv(G )=
span(G)=F. Hence dom(K ), as a convex set whose closure is the subspace
F, equals F. K
Remark 6. When b( y, x, :)=: for A=B 1(0), then H( p)=| p| , so the
effective hamiltonian is the k of Proposition 4. By the equivalences (13) of
the preceding proof, we get that
k ( p)0 if and only if & p # G%=F =.
This is what is needed to complete the proof of Proposition 4.
2.3. Explicit Solution of the Limit Equation
We pointed out in Remark 4 a formal relationship between the effective
hamiltonian and an optimal control problem. If we assume that
b#b( y, :), (C4)
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i.e. the drift is independent of x, then the control set
A =[: =(m, Tm , :) # Zn_(0, +)_Ay | yTm= y +m]
is independent of x. In this case, the relationship with an optimal control
problem can be made rigorous. We recall that the effective drift and cost
function are given by
b (x, : )=
1
Tm |
Tm
0
b( yt , x, :t) dt=
m
Tm
and
f (x, : )=
1
Tm |
Tm
0
f ( yt , x, :t) dt.
We note that they satisfy (C2) and (C3) and that the effective hamiltonian
reads
H (x, p)= sup
: # A
[&(b (x, : ), p)& f (x, : )].
Define the value function
v(x)=inf |
{
0
e&tf (xt , : t) dt,
where the infimum is taken over the measurable controls with values in A
and the trajectory is the solution of
x* t=b (xt , : t) for t # [0, +), x0=x.
The results of Soravia [21] (see also Bardi, Capuzzo-Dolcetta [2] for
similar results with non compact control sets) immediately yield the
following.
Theorem 13. Let Y* satisfy (H0). Assume that the control problem
satisfies (C1), (C2), (C3) and (C4). Then, the unique l.s.c. solution of (HJ)
is the l.s.c. enveloppe of the value function v.
The second result is concerned with solving (HJ) when b is arbitrary but
f # f (x), (C5)
i.e. the running cost f is independent of ( y, :). It relies on the representation
formula of Remark 5 for the effective hamiltonian
H (x, p)=&f (x)+H $(x, p) with
H $(x, p)=sup[&( p, z) | K(x, z)1],
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for K given by Proposition 12. The situation is more delicate than the
preceding one, because the set of the admissible control values
[z | K(x, z)1] depends on x and because K is not continuous and
possibly +. The results of [21] and [2] must therefore be adapted.
Theorem 14. Let Y* satisfy (H0). Assume that the control problem
satisfies (C1), (C2), (C3) and (C5). Then, the unique l.s.c. solution of (HJ)
is the value function
u(x)=inf {|
{
0
e&tf (xt) dt } K(xt , x* t)1 a.e.= .
Proof. We first prove that u is l.s.c. For x0 # 0 fixed, let (xn0) be a
sequence converging to x0 . Pick a subsequence (xn$0 ) so that
lim u(xn$0 )=lim inf u(x
n
0). Without loss of generality, we can assume that
there is a sequence of trajectories (xn$) with K(xn$t , x*
n$
t )1 a.e. such that
{n$  % for some % # [0, +] and
|
{n$
0
e&tf (xn$t ) dt  lim u(x
n$
0 ).
From the inequality H (x, p)C | p| for C=sup |b| (by Proposition 3), we
get by polarity that
K(x, z)# |z|, \x, \z (14)
for some #>0. This implies that |x* n$t |1# a.e., and we deduce that the
sequence (xn$) is bounded in W1, (]0, T[) for every T>0. Along a
subsequence, it converges uniformly on compact subsets to some Lipschitz
continuous function, with x* n$ converging to x* V-weakly in L(]0, T[), for
every T>0. Since xn$({n$) # 0 when {n$<+, we get that x(%) # 0 if
%<+, whence {%. If we justify that K(xt , x* t)1 a.e., we shall
conclude from the nonnegativity and continuity of f that
u(x0)|
{
0
e&tf (xt) dt|
%
0
e&tf (xt) dt= lim
n$   |
{n$
0
e&tf (xn$t ) dt.
This reads u(x0)lim inf u(xn0) and proves the lower semicontinuity of u.
Consider the indicator function
g(x, z)=0 if K(x, z)1 and g(x, z)=+ if K(x, z)>1.
By the definition of K, g is the Fenchel conjugate in p of H $(x, &p). But
H $ is continuous, therefore g is a normal integrand, i.e. is measurable in
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(x, z) and l.s.c. in z (see Ekeland, Temam [11]). Moreover, g is coercive in
z, because g(x, z)=+ when # |z|>1 by (14). By a lower semicontinuity
result of Ekeland, Temam [11] (Theorem VIII.2.1), we conclude that, for
every T>0,
|
T
0
g(xt , x* t) dtlim inf
n$   |
T
0
g(xn$t , x*
n$
t ) dt.
But g0 and g(x, z)=0 if and only if K(x, z)1. Since K(xn$t , x*
n$
t )1 a.e.,
the right-hand term is 0, so we conclude that K(xt , x* t)1 a.e.
We now show that u is a l.s.c. solution of (HJ). The starting point, of
course, is the dynamic programming principle. For every time h depending
on the trajectory, we have
u(x)=inf {|
{ 7 h
0
e&tf (xt) dt+e&{ 7 hu(x{ 7 h) 1h<{ } K(xt , x* t)1 a.e.= ,
\x # 0 .
Because f 0 and u0 in 0 , it is immediate that
u~ (x)inf {|
h
0
e&tf (xt) dt+e&hu~ (xh) } K(xt , x* t)1 a.e.= , \x # Rn.
By reversing the time, this yields the backward dynamic programming
principle
u~ (x)sup {&|
h
0
etf (xt) dt+ehu~ (xh) } K(xt , &x* t)1 a.e.= , \x # Rn.
Indeed, it (xt) is a trajectory with x0=x and K(xt , &x* t)1 a.e., we define
x$t=xh&t . Then x$0=xh , x$h=x and K(x$t , x* $t)=K(xh&t , &x* h&t)1 a.e.
The inequality that comes from the dynamic programming principle u~ (x$0)
h0 e
&tf (x$t) dt+e&hu~ (x$h) then becomes ehu~ (xh)&h0e
tf (xt) dtu~ (x).
To prove that u is a supersolution in 0, we argue by contradiction.
Assume that x # 0 is a minimum point of u&. for some smooth . with
u(x )=.(x ) and .(x )+H (x , D.(x ))<0. By the continuity of H , one can
find $>0 and r>0 such that Br(x )/0 and
.(x)+H (x, D.(x))&$ in Br(x ).
For every admissible trajectory, choose for h the exit time from Br(x ). Since
K(x, z)# |z| for some #>0, we have the uniform lower bound h#r.
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Then e&h.(xh)=.(x )+h0 e
&t[&.(xt)+(D.(xt), x* t)] dt. Since K(xt , x* t)
1 a.e., we get
e&h.(xh).(x )+$(1&e&h)&|
h
0
e&tf (xt) dt.
By the dynamic programming principle and the inequality u., we get
0inf[$(1&e&h)]$(1&e&#r).
This is impossible.
By Proposition 3, we know that H $ satisfies (H2$), i.e. that H $(x$, p)
H $(x, p)+|R( |x&x$| ) when H $(x, p)R. Since H $ is positively homo-
geneous in p, it is immediate that this yields
H $(x$, p)H $(x, p)(1+|1( |x&x$| )).
Taking the polar in p, we get
K(x, z)K(x$, z)(1+|1( |x&x$| )).
With this observation, the proof that u is a l.s.c. subsolution goes as usual.
Let x # Rn be a minimum point of u~ &. for some smooth . with u~ (x )=
.(x ). Fix z # Rn such that K(x , z)<1 and then h>0 such that K(x , z)
(1+|1(h|z| ))1. This implies that K(x &tz, z)1 for every t # [0, h]. By
the backward dynamic programming principle, we get
.(x )=u~ (x )&|
h
0
etf (x &tz) dt+ehu~ (x &hz)
 &|
h
0
etf (x &tz) dt+eh.(x &hz).
Dividing by h and sending h  0, we deduce that .(x )&(D.(x ), z) f (x ).
But, by the positive homogeneity of K in z, we have H $(x , p)=
sup[&( p, z) | K(x , z)<1]. So, taking the sup over z, we conclude that
.(x )+H $(x , D.(x )) f (x ). K
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